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 During the March 2016 AAC meeting, the council discussed institutional deployment of 

the common early alert system.  Prior to that discussion, council members were encouraged to 

discuss issues/concerns with Starfish with their campus leads and denote the value of retaining 

early alert tools at their campus.  While the sentiment from the council was that early-alert 

strategies were needed, the deployment of Starfish has been questioned as institutions (i.e., SDSU 

and USD) have further expanded their predictive analytics resources with the EAB Student 

Success Collaborative (SSC) which has recently purchased Grades First.  As a note, AAC 

discussed potential system adoption of SSC during their May 2015 meeting, and pricing options 

for each institution are referenced in the agenda item.  This early-alert tool has now been integrated 

into the SSC package, and while early discussions with EAB signaled that Grades First could be 

offered separately from SSC, most recent exchanges indicate that the two products are inherently 

linked.   

 

Following this discussion in March, Ruth Peters and Eric Mosterd engaged the campus 

representatives to obtain feedback on a number of issues surrounding Starfish usage. Campuses 

were asked to respond to the following questions, and responses can be found in Attachment I.  

 

1. As an Early Alert System, does Starfish meet your campus needs? 

2. Please estimate the amount of time (in hours per term) completed each term for the 

following roles. Update or add roles as needed: 

3. Is your institution committed to employing a comprehensive early alert strategy for 

improving student retention? 

4. To what extent has your institution deployed starfish across the various areas on 

campus? 

5. Is the current tool adversely impacting you capacity to engage additional stakeholders 

in identifying at-risk students earlier? 

6. Is your institution in favor of replacing Starfish? 

7. Additional Comments: 

https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2016-03-AAC/5_H_AAC0316.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/BB_AAC0515.pdf
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Additionally, over the past few months, representatives from Hobsons (acquired Starfish 

in 2015), have traveled to a number of Regental institutions to engage campuses in their usage to 

identify common issues/concerns.  Attachment II depicts the “10 Big Takeaways” from these visits 

with campus representatives as depicted by Hobsons’ representatives.  Also, an analysis on usage 

data for the system was also provided by Hobsons which can be found in Attachment III. 

 

AAC representatives should be prepared to discuss data from these three sources and 

indicate desired next steps in how we approach early-alert as a system.  One important issue to 

evaluate in conjunction with this discussion is Board of Regents directive during the October 2012 

meeting regarding technology selection and deployment in the system which should be consistent 

with BOR Policy 7:6 Technology Purchases.  During this particular meeting the Board reaffirmed 

the mission of the Regents Information Systems (RIS) to “leverage the system” by: 1) Utilizing an 

integrated systems approach to deploying technology in the system focused on student-centered 

needs; 2) Implementing software and systems in support of an improved model for delivery of 

services for our students, faculty and staff; 3) Finding cost efficiencies through resource sharing, 

operational coordination, utilizing common platforms, common software systems and 

deployments; and 4) Integrating information for planning, collaboration, and assessment of 

technology at the system and campus level. This guidance from the Board further reinforced 

Section 4 – Administrative Software Purchases1, and Section 5 – Instructional Software Purchases2 

as outlined in Policy 7.6 

 

                                                 
1 4. Administrative Software Purchases 

A. All administrative software purchases that supplement or enhance the functions of the standardized 

systems, including but not limited to the student or finance systems, must be reviewed by the appropriate 

councils and the technology council before a purchase can be made. 

B. Administrative software systems that cost more than $25,000 per annum should be reviewed by the 

appropriate councils and the technology council before a purchase can be made. 
2 5. Instructional Software Purchases 

A. All software purchases that supplement or enhance the functions of the standardized systems, including 

the student learning system, must be reviewed by the appropriate councils and the technology council 

before a purchase can be made. 

B. Any campus-wide license for use by students or faculty should be reviewed by the appropriate council 

and the technology council to determine if a standard should be established or if the campus may move 

forward with a purchase. 

C. Software purchases for individual departments or faculty should be reviewed and approved by the campus 

CIO. 

https://www.sdbor.edu/the-board/agendaitems/Documents/2012/October/13.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/7-6.pdf
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Starfish Renewal Questionnaire 
July 2016 

 

The Starfish agreement is a five-year agreement from April 1, 2012 to March 31, 2017. 

The agreement is set to automatic renewal for successive periods equal to the initial period 

indicated on the Order Form, unless either Party provides notice to the other Party of its intention 

not to renew at least thirty (30) days prior to the end of the initial period or the renewal period, as 

applicable.  Pricing for renewal periods shall be as indicated on the Order Forms. 

 

1.) As an Early Alert System, does Starfish meet your campus needs? 

BHSU: No 

Difficult to say due to the lack of investment of personnel here in Starfish. But what 

little exposure we’ve had to it shows an inability to bring together the lists of at-risk 

students from Starfish with the external-to-Starfish data we need about those students 

in order to mount an effective campaign. Also, the inability to fully customize the 

definition of “at-risk”. 

DSU: Yes 

 

NSU: No 

It depends on what we mean by Early Alert.  While Starfish meets the basic needs 

of instructors identifying students struggling in their classes, that is about all it can do.  

In addition to that function, we would like the ability to better identify at-risk students 

earlier, and track their usage of advising and tutoring resources. 

 

SDSMT: No 

Numerous technical issues not being met or responded to on a timely basis 

 Many faculty do not use the system due to time restraints 

 Doesn’t identify many students “falling through the cracks” or give a predictive 

analysis of what students need to be followed-up with 

SDSU: No 

 Lack of responsiveness to technical errors 

 Calendar limitations 

 Report limitations 

 Inability to customize service centers on student homepage based on home 

institution 

 Updates have made the student interface less user-friendly than it was when we 

first contracted with Starfish 

USD: Yes 

As early alert systems go, it is quite good.  The surveys are relatively easy to create 

and respond to.  However, Starfish promised the campuses much more than an early 

alert system.  It promised us appointment calendars, note-taking capabilities, and 

service-tracking.  All of these functions were to combine to provide administrators a 
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full-view of a student’s experience.  That understanding was then supposed to lead to 

campus interventions that, in turn, would lead to higher retention rates. 

 

Retention rates have not increased while we have been using Starfish.  In large 

measure, I believe this is the case because the product has not been able to live up to 

its promises and has been slow to react to requests for upgrades.  While the survey 

function has worked well, appointment calendars and service-usage capabilities have 

not met the needs of my campus 

 

2.) Please estimate the amount of time (in hours per term) completed each term for the 

following roles. Update or add roles as needed: 

 

 BHSU DSU NSU SDSM

T 

SDSU USD 

University Starfish 

Functional 

Administrators 

n/a 80+ 180 300 240 hpt (2 

admin) 

48 

University Starfish 

Technical 

Administrators 

10 80+ 50 100 10 hpt (1 

tech admin) 

96 

Advisors Unknown 10+ Unknown 50 1,080 hpt 

(30 

professiona

l advisors) 

320 

Instructors Unknown 10+ Unknown 50 1,600 hpt 

(400 

faculty) 

16 

Student Support 225 1 full 

time + 

additiona

l staff 

Unknown 200 768 hpt (2 

GA’s and 8 

res life 

staff) 

100 

Account Setup in 

Colleague 

    10 hpt (res 

life and 

Registrar’s 

Office 

Time 

devoted to 

Colleague 

Set-Up) 

 

Hours are estimates 

and may fall short 

of actual hours 

    3,708 total 

hours per 

term 

 

 

Comments from DSU: 

There is a lot of time put into Starfish every semester. 
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For instance, when the “raise your hand” flag was enabled, both Marilyn and Rich spent at 

least 20 hours (probably more) trying to develop a way to deliver this flag without this coming 

across as students raising flags on instructors then testing to make this painless for DSU 

instructors.  This was a feature that we did not want enabled, but most of the other schools in 

the system voted for the flag.  Note - DSU is the only institution that has a faculty representative 

(primary role at the university is teaching) on the BOR Starfish committee.   

When grades were being displayed in Starfish, Rich spent at least 20 hours emailing, meeting, 

presenting at meetings (college, general faculty – multiple times, student success committee, 

etc.) 

 

When Rich raises the 500 or more “contact your advisor to register for next semesters 

classes” manually, he then responds to the emails from students asking “who is my advisor” 

or “I didn’t know you were my advisor” as well as emails from advisors.  None of these emails 

take a significant amount of time, but cumulatively that is a different story. 

In the fall someone puts together a presentation on how to use Starfish for new faculty as well 

as a refresher for returning faculty.  These presentations don’t create themselves and this is 

where we often find issues when we are trying to demonstrate aspects and they don’t work – 

like the calendar issues that DSU reported last year. 

 

There are a lot of meetings, webinars, and discussions and anytime you put forth an opinion 

that comes with time to put the ink to the paper.  Starfish occupies your thoughts when there 

are issues, taking you away from other tasks.  While the biweekly meeting may only take an 

hour, seeing an item on the agenda may take half a day out of your schedule preparing for the 

meeting.  For example, the most recent EAB discussions – Rich and Marilyn have sat in on 

several webinars, had several lengthy email conversations, several phone calls, several 

meetings between Rich and Marilyn – all of which take considerable time. 

 

Marilyn is probably too nice to admit, but she spends lots of time testing and trying to 

figure out why things don’t work or why they work the way they do.  For example, I wouldn’t 

even want to estimate the time she spent trying to figure out why students were not showing 

up on the grade check surveys and others that shouldn’t were – 20 hours is probably not even 

close to what she spent.  Also, the different testing that took place regarding integration where 

changes would be made then she would wait until the next day to see if the changes worked. 

As far as faculty, advisors and staff it all depends on if they use the tool outside of surveys 

(completing the surveys themselves takes little time) and work with students who are at risk.  

If faculty are using Starfish to reach out and contact advisees and students that are in their 

classes, the number could be a very large number. 

 

In short – this is a loaded question.  Starfish occupies a lot of valuable time by a lot of 

faculty and staff and while EAB (or other platforms) may be a better tool, I believe the EAB 

tool will be a huge implementation time sink.  We have already invested the time in Starfish 

for better or worse.  Also, the time investment will be campus by campus and program by 

program.  Is each campus in the system willing to invest that amount of time to make the switch 

(and also, are there people that will invest the time in every program, Starfish is probably an 

easy sell to faculty, IT, and the administration when one starts looking at the staffing time 

implications). 
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3.) Is your institution committed to employing a comprehensive early alert strategy for 

improving student retention? 

 

BHSU: No. 

DSU: Yes. We do what we can with the resources we have. 

NSU: Yes. 

SDSMT: Yes. 

SDSU: Yes. 

USD: Yes. 

 

4.) To what extent has your institution deployed starfish across the various areas on campus? 

 

BHSU: 

We had a decent initial rollout, but after the functional administrator left there has 

been little push from administration for this product. The faculty are a mixed-bag in 

investment. The flags get monitored by our retention and recruitment specialists, and 

they will follow up on them. 

 

DSU: 

Starfish is used to deliver surveys, in particular the grade check survey for athletics 

and probationary students as well as the first “no show” survey and other surveys as 

well.  We used starfish to identify students not registered and created a “To-Do” to 

contact there advisor to get registered.  We use the flags in surveys and instructor raised 

flags outside of surveys to identify students at risk.  Staff from student services reach 

out to students with the 3rd and 6th flag notifications.  Note that “no show” and 

“registration” are two of the 70+ campaigns (I think that’s what EAB called them) that 

EAB has as ready built options for a campus/program to setup.   

We are not using Starfish to its fullest capabilities, in part because the tools in Starfish 

are not trivial to setup and use and in part because we don’t have the resources to 

implement if we did set them up.  For example, how many are planning to use the new 

functionality in the “intake forms?”  How many “Success Plans” have been setup in the 

system?  

 

NSU: 

From the beginning NSU has incorporated Starfish into its early alert process, 

training faculty across campus to utilize it for all their classes.  The Provost on down 

has emphasized its use as well, and as a result there has been broad acceptance of 

Starfish by the faculty and staff. 

 

SDSMT: 

We have deployed Starfish completely around campus using the basics of Starfish. 

There are many components to Starfish we are unable to use due to lack of resources 

and staffing. 
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SDSU: 

SDSU has deployed Starfish extremely well with faculty, professional academic 

advisors, retention advisors, residence hall staff, and a handful of support programs 

such as the Counseling Center and Academic Success Program. Due to product 

limitations, we have not engaged other key support offices such as Financial Aid and 

the Registrar. Most of these individuals and programs utilize the early alert features in 

Starfish, but the product is too limited to employ it with many of our service centers. 

 

USD: 

Starfish is deployed in all areas on campus where it can be deployed.  It cannot be 

deployed in our Math Emporium, Student Athlete Study Table, nor in our Writing 

Center, because it does not offer swipe-in/swipe-out capabilities.  Our tutor coordinator 

is also not able to use Starfish, because we cannot add new tutors quickly as they have 

to be assigned a role in Colleague.  Tutor requests are as often made by an advisor as 

by students, so attaching tutors to a course section does not help our process. 

 

5.) Is the current tool adversely impacting you capacity to engage additional stakeholders in 

identifying at-risk students earlier? 

 

BHSU:  

No, but we do tend to go with our own internal tools. Custom reporting, custom 

call center. 

 

DSU: 

In my opinion we can know the students who are at-risk of not being successful – 

as an early alert tool, the information is there.  It does not have the nice export, card 

swipe, program by program ….   – however if you just want to know if a particular 

student is at risk I believe  you’ll know by pulling up the students profile (if faculty 

aren’t using then that doesn’t work, but I don’t see that as a DSU issue). 

 

NSU: 

At its basic core function of enabling instructors to identify at-risk students in their 

classes, Starfish works well.  However, we would like to have more ability to better 

identify at-risk students earlier, and to be able to track usage of advising and tutoring 

resources. 

 

SDSMT: 

I don’t believe it is adversely impacting as it is at least something in place to engage 

the process. 

 

SDSU: 

Yes. The scheduling features do not meet the needs of our tutoring and 

Supplemental Instruction programs, so they are using a different product for scheduling 

appointments. This inhibits our ability to close the loop with students. 
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Additionally, Starfish does not allow for last date of attendance on flags, which means 

we cannot use Starfish to report midterm deficiencies. Our inability to record this 

information affects buy-in from our Financial Aid office. 

 

USD: 

Engaging additional stakeholders in identifying at-risk students is what Starfish 

seems to do well, but it is a theoretical means to an end: increased retention/graduation.  

We have not seen any evidence that engaging additional stakeholders is working to 

improve persistence on our campus.   

 

6.) Is your institution in favor of replacing Starfish? 

 

BHSU: No. 

We haven’t had internal conversations about competing products at this point. 

 

DSU: No. 

Starfish identifies at-risk students and although it may be nice to have some of the 

other features work better (like comments, scheduling, card swipe) that is not why we 

are using the product.  Moreover, Starfish knows they have a problem with these 

features and will probably fix them eventually. 

 

NSU: Yes. 

Student Success Collaborative 

 

SDSMT: Yes. 

SD Mines is “on the fence” about this. It really comes down to cost for us as it does 

for many other institutions. 

 

SDSU: Yes. 

SSC Campus 

 

USD: Yes.  

EAB Student Success Collaborative 

 

7.) Additional Comments: 

 

BHSU: 

None. 

 

DSU: 

A few comments that I took away from the EAB presentation as well as a comment 

about Starfish. 

1.  EAB is a superior product in many ways 

2. May be an issue with swirlers (information not available on students collected 

from different institutions) 
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3. Program by program setup – setting this up is not a trivial task and will not only 

involve lots of IT time, but time by administration and time by every program – it 

will take a year to setup and there will be a higher cost? 

 

As far as knowing which students are “at-risk”, I think Starfish is doing just fine – 

I think if I were to open up nearly any DSU students profile in Starfish I could learn 

rather quickly if the student was at risk or not at-risk (there are probably a few 

exceptions, but very few).  The comments I’ve heard about retention not going up so 

Starfish is not successful is unfounded in my opinion.  Retention rates not improving 

is a measure of the effectiveness of the campus in helping students that we know are 

at-risk.  The problem isn’t with the tool it is with those that are using the information 

(or shall I say not using the information) as well as with the programs and services in 

place (or again, not in place or not working) to help students that are at risk so they 

may become more successful.  I am concerned about how faculty will take a switch 

and I’m very concerned about the amount of time it would take to get setup, train and 

get to where we are currently with Starfish if we switched to EAB. 

 

I understand the desire to move to one platform for SDSU and USD, I get that it 

would be nice if the calendar feature and the card swipe functioned like it does in EAB, 

however these issues do not justify the additional time and effort and likely additional 

cost that would be involved in a switch of early alert platforms.  At least in my opinion. 

 

If we had not already invested the time and effort to get Starfish setup, I believe 

EAB would be the right choice.  For USD and SDSU, switching to EAB so only one 

platform is used for both analytics and early alert makes sense to me.  The only 

downfall I see for DSU is the time and effort in making a transition -> I think the 

information and services EAB would deliver are better (for example, the dashboard is 

very impressive), but if we don’t use this information any better than we are using the 

Starfish information it isn’t going to make a difference in the retention and graduation 

rates. 

 

It is surveys like this and drafting the original email that I sent regarding the 

cancelled meeting that takes time that doesn’t get accounted for in any meaningful way.  

For those front line staff (and faculty in my case) delivering/setting up …. Is more time 

consuming than the time that a department head would spend performing their 

administration duties in a semester.  It takes “person hours” to deliver this tool to 

faculty/staff and sadly it’s not schedulable – it may need 20 hours one week (last 

minute, unanticipated and not scheduled – drop what you’re doing) and it may need 

none the next week.  After reviewing documents and sitting in on the EAB 

demonstrations, there will be an even larger time commitment to make that change and 

each school will essentially be on their own – campus by campus setup (again for better 

or worse). 
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NSU: 

 

Cost is a big issue for NSU, so while we are interested in broader functions beyond 

what Starfish Early Alert and Connect offer, we are generally happy with their basic 

Early Alert notification functions.  However, a product such as Student Success 

Collaborative is very attractive to us with its much broader range of services, and we 

are definitely interested in looking at alternatives to Starfish. 

 

SDSMT: 

None. 

 

SDSU: 

As Starfish works to improve their product, they provide many product updates, 

but each of these updates presents additional challenges with technology. We often get 

error messages or have problems with the software platform, and these problems 

typically are worse after an upgrade. Starfish is quick to respond to requests for 

technical support, but slow to fix the problem. We have some errors we have been 

dealing with for more than a year, and their inability to resolve these issues has hurt 

usage on our campus. 

 

USD: 

None. 
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South Dakota Board of Regents 

Executive Visit Summary – August 2016 

Prepared by: Jackie Roth 
Marlene Jennings 

Brian Mikesell 
Clay Bond 
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Purpose of Visit 

When I started working with South Dakota Board of Regents, I recognized that most of the conversations relating to 
Starfish were only happening at the System level.  This is important because with six institutions sharing one tenant 
there needs to be someone who has access to all the data and configurations to keep an eye that everything is 
running smoothly and changes are made in a coordinated effort.  Because the majority of the day-to-day use of the 
system is handled at the campus level, and knowing it’s a lot to have one person at the system level managing all 
questions and concerns, I wanted to start building out relationships at the individual institutions.  The first step was 
to set-up a visit at each campus to introduce some of the Hobsons team and have a conversation regarding their 
current use, questions, and concerns. 

We were able to visit with four institutions and follow up with Ruth and Dave at RIS to share some of our initial 
findings based on the conversations we had.  Below is a summary of our visits with the four institutions, as well as 
any insights shared of concerns or use at the two institutions we did not have a chance to meet with. 

Visit Summaries 

We had ten big takeaways from our conversations: 

1. Training / Sharing of Best Practices – Some schools have lost their Starfish “owner” and with it the 
knowledge of how the system really works.  This has put some institutions in a static mode of doing what 
they do because that is how it has always been done.  But when new features are released or an issue 
occurs, it’s hard to manage without someone who has more in depth knowledge of Starfish.  We think all 
the schools could benefit from training to familiarize users with how the system works and share some best 
practices.  The Starfish committee meetings being held are absolutely essential, but we also recognized that 
a lot could be gained from knowledge sharing between the six institutions.  Based on figures we shared on 
usage at the institution level, some have higher use in some areas, and may be able to share what they are 
doing.  This could also help some of the institutions that may not have a clear owner on campus. 

2. Faculty Adoption – People don’t do optional – NSU and DSU have some of the highest rates of use, and 
these were the two schools who have the highest faculty adoption numbers.  We highly recommend getting 
leadership on campus involved to drive use of Starfish and really allow the system to work and help these 

students succeed.  Historically, we see the highest success rates with institutions who mandate use of the 
system.  This is tough to do, though, and really requires leadership acting as the champion to stand behind 
the use of Starfish and encourage use.  It takes a lot of change management, but is worth it when you see 
your students benefit from the results. 

3. No clear Starfish owner on some campuses – This point was mostly covered in the first point, but to 
reiterate, it’s difficult to have a smooth running system when no one on campus really knows how Starfish 
works or how to best maintain an effective system that is easy to use for everyone involved.  We 
recommend each campus have at least one “owner” of Starfish to have a good understanding of how 
Starfish works and can remain up-to-date with new feature releases.  We would also like to continue to 
build on the relationship between Hobsons and the institutions and meet on an ongoing basis with these 
Starfish owners to have conversations about questions, discuss new features or functionality coming, and 
see if assistance is needed in any capacity.  We recognize more and more responsibility is being added to 
people’s plates, and this becomes another one.  But to truly see success with any system, someone needs 
to have a firm grasp of how the system works in order to ensure it continues to run smoothly and supports 
the needs of the institution and its students. 

4. Setup/Configuration/Underutilization of important features – This is another item that can be resolved 
through training, as well as potentially working with a Consultant and other institutions to learn best 
practices.  While there is an immediate need for this, we would want to ensure these conversations are not 
only happening one time in the near future, but are continuing to happen. 

5. System control balanced with individual campus needs/desires – We know the Starfish committee meets 
regularly and manages the questions, concerns, and needs of the individual institutions, which is something 
we highly recommend for systems.  You are ahead of the game on this, and we know these meetings will 
continue to happen.  You definitely see the importance in coming together to maintain a unified front and 
this will continue to be important.  As part of this we want to continue to engage at the institution level to 
ensure that the institutions recognize they have resources within Hobsons, as well as at the system level for 
any questions or concerns. 
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6. Lack of responsiveness from Hobsons (service and product) – We were made aware of several tickets that 
remained open and unresolved for a long period of time.  There was a transition time where I did not have 
access to tickets submitted.  This has been resolved so I can see any time a ticket is submitted and can 
track the progress, responding as needed to Support and the individual who submitted the ticket.  We’re 
working on following up internally to research any older tickets that are still open and will work to help 
resolve those.  As your Account Manager, I am a point of contact for any Support ticket escalations.  I am 
happy to step in as needed to provide any additional information and work to resolve tickets as quickly as 
possible.  We know this was an issue in the past, but we do hope that it will no longer be an item of 
concern. 

7. Departments outside of Advising, and Instructors not using – This was addressed earlier in regards to 
change management, but getting more departments and faculty involved in the use of Starfish as the norm 
will help the system work to its greatest potential and provide the greatest impact. 

8. Not leveraging system data to create flags – Speaking with Ruth, we determined system-raised flags weren’t 
being utilized due to integration issues being worked out at the system level.  We heard from all the 

campuses that there is too much manual work.  System raised (and lowered) flags allow Starfish to take 
some of the burden off campus users.  We highly suggest coming together to work with a Consultant to see 
what we could automate for you.  This would allow you to configure when a flag should automatically be 
raised when certain criteria are met, as well as when a flag should be closed. 

9. Desire for more direct contact between Hobsons/Campuses – Mentioned several times above, but we want 
to have conversations with the two schools we weren’t able to meet on our trip to have the same 
conversations and gain more information on their current processes, desires, and concerns, and continue to 
engage with all the institutions.  We want to make sure you feel completely supported by Hobsons and 
know you can always reach out for support or with questions as needed. 

10. PAR awareness and Starfish impact needed – We know USD and SDSU have been using EAB and predictive 
analytics are important to all six institutions.  We would work with you to ensure you have access to 
predictive data to further impact your students’ success, whether through Hobsons or EAB. 
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Hobsons –
Your Higher Education Partner

Jackie Roth, Account Manager
Marlene Jennings, Senior Director, Account Management
Brian Mikesell, Vice President of Market Engagement
Clay Bond, Vice President, New Markets

Schools Visited

1. Black Hills State University

2. South Dakota School of Mines and Technology

3. Northern State University

4. Dakota State University

5. SD System Office
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Starfish Usage Review

Starfish Overall Totals 
2012-2016

Metric Count

Flags 9.0m on 3.1m students

Kudos 3.2m on 1.7m students

Referrals 450k

To-Dos 970k

Flag Method 1.3m-manual, 4.7m-system 3.0m-instructor surveys

Kudo Method 550k-manual, 2.7m-instructor surveys

Flag Clear Method 2.2m-manual, 3.7m-bulk, 2.0m-system

Appointments 5.2m with 2.3m students

Appointment Initiated 3.5m-staff, 1.7m-students
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South Dakota System – Starfish Year on Year Totals 

Metric 14-15 15-16 Change

Flags 58,781 50,382 -14.3%

Kudos 18,313 24,456 33.5%

Referrals 173 107 -38.25

To-Dos 4,314 2,920 -32.3%

Flag Method 41,668 50,844 22.0%

Appointments 26,859 36,361 35.4%

Progress Surveys Submitted 17,624 16,118 -8.5%

Submission Rate 46.5% 43.3%

Items

• Schools in the System

• Usage

• Benchmarking
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South Dakota Board of Regents
Fall 2013 to Spring 2016

Total UG Enrollment Progress Surveys

Submissions Ratio Flags/Kudos Ratio

South Dakota State University 11,007 12,422 1.1 42,032 3.8

University of South Dakota 7,541 12,336 1.6 56,387 7.5

Dakota State University 2,820 9,205 3.3 17,023 6.0

Black Hills State University 3,896 3,757 1.0 9,107 2.3

Northern State University 3,001 9,506 3.2 25,585 8.5

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 2,485 2,595 1.0 8,299 3.3

30,750                            49,811           1.6           158,433         5.2 

Insights: Ratio indicates the number of progress survey submissions and flags/kudos relative to the size of the 
school.  Dakota State Univ and Norther State Univ are major adopters of Starfish from a faculty perspective.  USD, 
DSU and NSU have created the most flags/kudos based on size of their school
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Insights: Over time, fewer flags being raised but an increase in kudos.  Overall, 26% of all students have 
been flagged and 17% have received one or more kudos.
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Source of Flags and Kudos
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Insights: Majority of flags and kudos are coming from progress surveys. System generated flags are 
barely be used which will be discussed more in the benchmark section.

Source of Flag Clearing
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Insights: A couple semesters where there were many more flags created than closed. See many flags 
bulk cleared which may indicate the flag wasn’t really dealt with in a timely fashion.  Very little flags being 
cleared by system – which correlates with very few being created by the system (see previous slide)
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Appointments
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Insights:  Starfish Connect’s appointment scheduling tools are seeing a continued increase in adoption 
and students are scheduling more appointments than staff which shows initiative.

Benchmarking
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Starfish Benchmarks (200 tenants/~240 Schools)
1

South Dakota BOR

3.32

3.31 ↑

1.53 ↓

1.05 ↓

1.28 ↓↓

Benchmark

Flag to Kudo Ratio 2.82

Avg Flags for Students Flagged 2.92

Avg Kudos for Students Kudo’ed 1.86

Avg Referrals for Students Referred 2.15

Avg To-Dos for Students with a To-do 3.40

Schools with 10+ referrals: 114
Schools with 10+ to-dos: 97

Insights:  SDBOR referrals and to-do’s are substantially below the benchmark.  Indicates that advisors 
may not be dealing with they flags the are receiving.  Need to dig into why.  Advisee load too high, lack of 
training, lack of buy-in to Starfish,  etc?

Starfish Benchmarks (200 tenants/~240 Schools)
2

South Dakota BOR

26.1%

14.7%

59.2%

24.0%

76.0%

Benchmark

Flag Creation Method

Manual 14.3%

System 52.3%

Progress Surveys (Instructors) 33.4%

Kudo Creation Method

Manual 17.2%

Progress Surveys (Instructors) 82.8%

Insights:  Majority of flags are created systematically from SF data but for SDBOR this is the least 
leveraged method.  Indicates that they do not have the data needed to create flags systematically or they 
have not been trained how to configure auto-generated system flags.
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Starfish Benchmarks (200 tenants/~240 Schools)
3

Insights:  Nice view and submission rate for progress surveys but flags/kudos created by instructor per 
progress survey submission is substantially below the norm.

SDBOR

52.4%

50.0%

1.6

Benchmark

Progress Survey

View Rate 39.8%

Submitted Rate 36.7%

Flags/Kudos submitted per survey submitted 5.0

Starfish Benchmarks (200 tenants/~240 Schools)
4

South Dakota DOR

99.9%

40.7%

55.7%

3.6%

Benchmark

Flags Cleared 88.1%

Method of Flag Clearing

Manually 28.2%

Bulk 46.1%

System 25.7%

Insights:  Flags cleared at 99.9% indicates a massive cleanup exercise which is corroborated by 
previous slides of bulk clear method being the top clearing method.  Need to investigate if advisors are 
dealing with flags in a timely manner.
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Starfish Benchmarks (200 tenants/~240 Schools)
5

South Dakota BOR

1.97

45.4%

54.6%

Benchmark

Avg Appointments for Students 
who have 1+ appointments

2.3

Appointment Initiated by

Staff 66.7%

Student 33.3%

Schools with 100+ appointments: 141

Insights:  Nice use of appointment system and student initiated appointments.

Strategy and Roadmap
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What did we do last year?

Custom Intake

Reporting

Prospective Students

Kiosk Starfish Integration

Term Based Approval

District Support

Audit Import
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